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Join Caroline as she tells about her personal journey toward consciousness and how significant

events have impacted her life. Then explore Ã¢â‚¬Å“ArchetypesÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•universal patterns

of consciousness that influence our psychological spiritual development. Find out how archetypal

patterns are the link toward considering the possibility that we all have a Ã¢â‚¬Å“Sacred

Contract.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã‚Â  Caroline then explores your connection to the seven levels of power. Each

level is not only aligned to a physical system within the body, but also related to external and

internal issues that are part of our lives.
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Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  From a spiritual perspective, Caroline covers how intuitive sight is related to the capacity

to view all events symbolically; the difference between the language of the body and the language

of the spirit; how to connect to the energetic information attached to physical events; how your spirit

is woven into the events and relationships of your life . . . and much, much more!
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Caroline Myss is a pioneer in the field of energy medicine and human consciousness. Since 1982,

she has worked as a medical intuitive: one who "sees" illnesses in a patient's body by intuitive

means. She specializes in assisting people in understanding the emotional, psychological, and

physical reasons why their bodies have developed an illness.



Caroline's work is filled with lots of insight and knowledge into our own personal spiritual journeys.

When Ms. Myss refers to this chakra and that chakra and says see this, what?, see what? Its a cd? I

have no idea what she is refering to because it is a cd! It would really help if it was adapted to

people who aren't there at the lecture looking at what Ms. Myss is pointing to at her lecture.

However, I did feel as though there were many important points she brought out and I learned quite

a few things from this cd, I have many of her lectures. Also, it would be sooo helpful if Ms. Myss

were kind to her audience, sometimes she snaps at them rudely. It seems as though she doesn't

have patience for any form of ignorance from her audience. Give them a break, they are just

learning this stuff like I am and I find it fascinating.

Loved it!Loved it!Loved it!

I have heard almost everything she has, this live workshop is for the sightly more advanced

(read/heard Myss fan) not the first thing they should hear.After a few things, scared contracts,

archetypes, etc. you will love it!
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